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Generation mechanism and interpretation of attenuation band of
VLF-saucers
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An analysis of the ISIS-VLF data detected by magnetqmeter in the auroral region of the magnetosphere has been carri
ed out for VLF-saucers. The generation mechanism ofVLF-saucers has been studied in terms of excitation of electrostatic
cyclotron harmonic emissions due to energetic ions and electrons in the magnetospheric plasma. The attenuation bands of
VLF-saucers, as observed by ISIS- 2 satellite, have been discussed and it is interpreted that the cyclotron absorption of low
energy protons at harmonics of local proton-cyclotron frequencies may be the cause for attenuation bands in
VLF-saucers.
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1 Introduction
VlF-saucers were first observed with the Canadian

Satellites Alouette 1 and 2 and have been observed
for many years in the auroral ionosphere by various
satellites carrying VLF radio receiverl-4• The sau
cers can be observed along the auroral field lines from
the plasmapause around 75° latitude and they are
known to possess a V-shaped or a hyperbola-shaped
dynamical spectral pattern. The height at which they
are observed is usually 1000-3000 km, and the width
of a saucer is 10-100 km in latitude. Saucers exhibit at
tenuation bands related to the proton-cyclotron fre
quencyl.5. Smith Ihas observed the noise bands at the
centre of a saucer with distinct intensity minima at the
local cyclotron harmonic frequency.

Klumper6 also noted that VlF-saucers show ab
sorption bands in the frequency-time spectrogram at
the integral multiples of the proton-cyclotron fre
quency. Horita and James7 have discussed in detail
about the source regions ofVLF-saucers from attenu
ation baJlds observed at the local cyclotron frequen
cies and their regions are due to upgoing whistler
mode waves.

In the present paper, the occurrence of saucers and
the observed attenuation bands on them have been
discussed on the basis of the excitation of electrostatic
electron and ion-cyclotron harmonic waves in the
magnetosphere~. A generalized dispersion relation
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has been considered for the electrostatic waves pro
pagating at large angles with respect to the magnetic
field in a non-Maxwellian anisotropic hot beam-mag
netoplasma. The study of the growth rate of electron
cyclotron harmonic (ECH) wave has been incorpo
rated and discussed with reference to temperature
anisotropy. As the temperature anisotropy increases,
the growth rate increases9• Importance of this study
has been indicated for the generation of electrostatic
whistler waves in presence of the electron beam3•
These waves in upgoing trend may be responsible for
the generation of the saucers in the auroral region of
the magnetosphere. Similar study has been carried
out for the damping of the electrostatic ion-cyclotron
harmonic (ICH) wave. Assuming ions to be protrons,
the damping of the ion-cyclotron waves at the har
monics of proton-cyclotron frequency may explain
the attenuation band in VLF-saucerslO. Selected ISIS
VLF data detected by magnetometer have been taken
for different events, and growth and damping of the
waves have been calculated. The results thus ob
tained have been discussed in terms of occurrence
and attenuation band of saucers.

2 Theoretical considerations
The dispersion relation for a hot beam

magnetoplasma system under electrostatic approxi
mation may be written as:
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D='1+Ee+Eb=O ... (1)

where Eeand Ebare susceptibilities ofthe electron and
the beam and are expressed as 11:
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s Species of the particles (i.e., s = e,b)

1- and 1\ Directions perpendicular and parallel to
the background magnetic field

I" and 1m Modified Bessels functions of nth and mth
order

Here the ambient electrons have an anisotropic
Maxwellian velocity distribution with an inequality
T1 > ~,whereas the beam electrons have a distribu
tion of the same shape but shifted by an amount Jtdb in
the magnetic field direction. Now substituting the va
lues of Eeand EbinEq. (1)and separating the imaginary
part of D in order to get growth! damping rate, we fol
low12
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Plasma frequency

Propagation vector

Angular cyclotron frequency

Thermal velocity across the
magnetic field
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magnetic field
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my2=------
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Eqs (2) and (3) give the expressions for growth and
damping rate of the electrostatic cyclotron harmonic
waves in presence of beam '. Computations have been
carried out for the growth and damping rate of these
waves for different plasma parameters obtained from
IS1S-2 satellite during the occu rence ofVLF-saucers
events. A detailed discussion on observational data
for the generation mechanism of Vl.F-saucers and in-
terpretations of the attenuation bands has been incor-
porated.

Fig. I - ISIS-Qsatellite spectrogram (0-10 kHz) showing the saucer
[satellite height = 1367km(66.9°N;9.8°EGeomagn)]
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Fig. 2 -Growth rate of electrostatic whistler waves
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3 Observational data
Fig. 1 shows the VLF-spectrogram exhibiting a

number of saucers. The ISIS-VLF data for this event
on 13 Feb. 1974 at 0314: 07 hrs UT have been con-
sidered for the computations of the growth rate of the
electrostatic electron cyclotron wave in presence of
beam (electrostatic whistler wave) for different tem-
perature anisotropies of the beam electrons. Fig. 2
shows the resonant wave growth that occurs at to= Qe
and that increases with the-increase of the anisotropy,
( T1- / 7;lb' The growing electrostatic whistler mode in
upgoing trend may be one of the causes for the genera-
tion ofVLF-saucers as observed for the above event.

The damping rate ofICH waves at the harmonics of
the proton-cyclotron frequency has been computed
for the plasma parameter from ISIS-VLF data for the
event on 27 Nov. 1971 at 0418 : 32 hrs UT (Fig. 3)
and plotted in Fig. 4 which shows that ICH waves are
damped either at (m + 1)Qp for lower temperature
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Fig. 3 - ISIS- 2 satellite spectrogram (0- 2.5 kHz) showing the sau-
cer [The three arrows point to the attenuation bands related to the
proton-cyclotron frequency, satellite height = 1428 km (68.1 "N;

16.4°EGeomagn)]
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Fig. 4 - Damping rate of ion-cyclotron waves
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anisotropy due to protons or at {m + 1 /2 )Opfor high
er values of (T1- / ~ )p' Since the damping occurs either
at harmonics or at half harmonics of the proton-cyc
lotron frequencies, the occurrence of the attenuation
bands as shown in Fig. 3 may be interpreted in terms
of the damping rate of ICH wave at the local proton
cyclotron frequency.
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